Multiview stereo

Multi-view geometry

Three questions:
(i)

Correspondence geometry: Given an image point x in the
first view, how does this constrain the position of the
corresponding point x’ in the second image?

(ii) Camera geometry (motion): Given a set of corresponding
image points {xi ↔x’i}, i=1,…,n, what are the cameras P and
P’ for the two views?
(iii) Scene geometry (structure): Given corresponding image
points xi ↔x’i and cameras P, P’, what is the position of (their
pre-image) X in space?

Stereo

Basic Stereo Algorithm

For each epipolar line
For each pixel in the left image
•

compare with every pixel on same epipolar line in right image

•

pick pixel with minimum match cost

Improvement: match windows
•

(Normalized) Correlation, Sum of Squared Difference (SSD), Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD), etc…

Triangulation for Rectified Stereo Pairs
Top-down view where world coordinates are centered between cameras
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1. Write down perspective projection equations
2. Solve for (X,Y,Z) in terms of image coordinates, focal length, baseline
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Triangulation for Rectified Stereo Pairs
Top-down view where world coordinates are centered between cameras
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bf
is the disparity between corresponding left and right image points
xR =
Z

• inverse proportional to depth Z

• disparity increases with baseline b

Disparity Maps
Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Left image

bf
d = xL xR =
Z
Stereo Example

Disparity values (0-64)

Right image

Note how disparity is larger
(brighter) for closer surfaces.
If we double the size of scene geometry and baseline, what happens to disparity?

Numerical stability
Z
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Scene + camera variables: Z,f,b
Dependant variable: d = function(Z,f,b)
How do we characterize the error in depth Z given an error in disparity d, in terms of scene + camera?
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1. Error inversely proportional to baseline (larger baselines increase numerical stability)
2. Error increases quadratically with depth (hard to reconstruct far away points

Disparity maps (in practice)

Small matching window
(better localization)

Large matching window

(better detection)

Note: Depth and
stereo disparity are
inversely proportional

disparity

Important equation!

Variational stereo
Penalize differences in nearby disparities (a “1-d” flow problem!)

min
E
intensity + Esmooth
u,v

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Eintensity (d) =

Z Z

Stereo Example

(I2 (x + d(x, y), y)

Left image

I1 (x, y))2 dxdy

Disparity values (0-64)

Esmooth (d) =

Z Z

Right image

Note how disparity is larger
1. Linearlize Eintensity
term
solve
with least squares
(brighter)
forand
closer
surfaces.

2. Add robust error terms ⇢(·) to handle discontinuties

||rd(x, y)||2 dxdy

Coarse-to-fine stereo

estimate disparities
upsample
estimate disparities
.
.
.

image
image HJ
Gaussian pyramid of image H

image
image II
Gaussian pyramid of image I

Discrete disparity estimation
z 2 { 5 . . . 5}
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Solve with GraphCuts
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Special case: single-scan-line consistency

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Disparity Space Image (DSI)

Left Image

Right Image

Dissimilarity Values
(1-NCC) or SSD

Disparity Space Image (DSI)
Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Disparity Space Image

Right scanline

Left scanline

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Representing the Real
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Ordering Constraint
Robert Collins
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Ordering Constraint
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Ordering constraint…
Correspondences should respect left to right order

…and its failure

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

…most of the time!
Ordering Constraint
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Ordering constraint…

…and its failure

Occlusions
Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Dealing with Occlusions

Left scanline

…

Right scanline

…

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Occlusions
Dealing with Occlusions

Left scanline

Right scanline

…

…
Match
Match
Occluded from
right scanline

Match

Occluded from
left scanline

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Robert+Collins
C(i,j)= min([ C(i-1,j-1)
dissimilarity(i,j)
CSE486, Penn State
C(i-1,j) + occlusionConstant,
Robert Collins
C(i,j-1) + occlusionConstant]);
CSE486, Penn State

Cox et.al. Ste

Disparity Scanline
Space Image correspondences
(DSI)
Left Image

Disparity Space I

Right Image

Left Image

Occluded
from right

match

Occluded
from left
Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Real Scanline Example
DSI

Dissimilarity Values
(1-NCC) or SSD

Three cases:
DP cost matrix

(cost of optimal path from each point to END)

– Matching patches. Cost = dissimila
– Occluded from right. Cost is some
– Occluded
from left.
Cost is some c
Dissimilarity
Values

C(i,j)= min([ C(i-1,j-1) +
C(i-1,j) +
C(i,j-1) +
Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Disparity Space Image
Disparity Spac
Everyocclusions
pixel in leftcan
column
now is marked
with in DSI
Left scanline
Left scanline
Claim: scanline correpondences
with
be represented
as paths
either a disparity value, or an occlusion label.

Let us score the cost of a path as sum of correspondence matching costs + occlusion costsIn
Best scanline correspondence = least-cost path

line

line

Proceed for every scanline in left image.

tha
64

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Lowest Cost Path

Constraints on Path

Compute partial scanline costs

would like to choose the “best” path.

It is common to impose an ordering constraint
on the path. Disparity
Intuitively, theSpace
path is not
allowed(DSI)
Image
to “double Left
back”
on itself.
Image
Right Image

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

nt one with lowest “cost” (Lowest sum of
milarity scores along the path)

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Disparity Space Image (DSI)

Left Image

DSI

?

Cox et.al. Stereo Matching

?

i-1,j-1

Occluded
from right
Occluded
from left
A

C

B

C

ABCD

match

Left scanline

…

DABC
ABCD

Three cases:

Right scanline

…and its failure

Occluded
fromDisparity
left Space Image

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Disparity Space Image
Left scanline

D

ering constraint…

Dealing with Occlusions

match
Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Left scanline

Right scanline

…

i,j-1

Occluded
from right

– Matching patches. Cost = dissimilarity score
– Occluded from right. Cost is some constant value.
– Occluded from left. Cost is some constant value.
Dealing with Occlusions

…
Match
Match
Match

i,j

Invalid entries due to constraint
that disparity <= high value
64 in this case)

Invalid entries due to constraint
that disparity >= low value
(0 in this case)

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Optimal Scanline Strategy
C(i,j)= min([AnC(i-1,j-1)
+ dissimilarity(i,j)
• We want to find best path, taking into
C(i-1,j)
+ occlusionConstant,
account
ordering constraint
and the
possibility of occlusions.
C(i,j-1) + occlusionConstant]);

Right scanline

…

Enter each vector of
match scores as a
column in the DSI

Dissimilarity Values

(1-NCC) or SSD

Algorithm we will discuss now is from
Disparity
Space
Image
Cox, Hingorani,
Rao, Maggs,
“A Maximum
Likelihood
Stereo
Algorithm,”
Computer
N cols in left scanline
Vision and Image Understanding, Vol 63(3),
If we rearrange the diagonal
May 1996, pp.542-567.
band of valid values into a

Robert Collins
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Dissimilarity Values
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Ordering Constraint

i-1,j

Right scanline

Robert Collins
?
CSE486,
Penn State

Robert Collins
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Start

DSI and Scanline Consistency
Assigning disparities to all pixels in left scanline now
amounts to finding a connected path through the DSI

Dynamic Programming
Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Real Scanline Example
DSI

DP cost matrix

(cost of optimal path from each point to END)

pixel
in left
column
now is value
marked
with label
Each Every
pixel in DSI
is now
marked
with a disparity
or occlusion
either
a disparity
value,
or anbyocclusion
label. band of DSI
In practice,
enforce
upper bound
on disparity
computing diagonal
Proceed for every scanline in left image.

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Result of DP alg

Results
Example
Result without DP (independent pixels)

Result of DP alg. Black pixels = occluded.

Stereo evaluation: http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/

Stereo—best algorithms

Multiview stereo
•

stereo / dynamic programming

•

active illumination

•

volumetric models / visiblity reasoning

•

patch-based methods

Hard part:
find matching points
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Trick: use a projector to project a
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appearance
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ect
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stereo with structured
Kinect light
Active stereo with stru

ructured light patterns onto the object
s the correspondence
problem
• Project structured light patter

to use only one
camera
– Simplifies the correspondence pr

– Allows us to use only one camera

camera

projector

camera
Infrared filter

Spatially-varying speckle
patterns

QR code

General approach: active illumination
Project an instantaneous pattern for which its easy to find correspondences

Active stereo with structured light
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Search along epipolar line to find right color

Kinect

Why do we see “holes” around object borders?
Why can’t you use kinect outdoors?
Why can’t you use two kinects in the same room?

Outdoor kinect

Episcan sensor, CMU

Episcan scanner

Homogeneous Codes for Energy-Efficient Illumination and Imaging
Matthew O’Toole
University of Toronto

Supreeth Achar
Carnegie Mellon University

Srinivasa G. Narasimhan
Carnegie Mellon University

Kiriakos N. Kutulakos
University of Toronto

Multiview stereo
•

stereo / dynamic programming

•

active illumination

•

volumetric models / visiblity reasoning

•

patch-based methods

Dense multi view stereo
?

• Reconstruct the 3D position of the points corresponding to
(all the) pixels in a set of images.
• Key assumption: We know the relative position,
orientation, K, of all the cameras.
• Number of cameras >> 2

Trinocular stereo (version 0)
Why More Than
Why More Than 2 Views?
1. Pick22Views?
views, find correspondences

2. For each matching pair, reconstruct 3D point
3. If can’t find correspondence near projected location, reject
uity with 2 views
• Ambiguity with 2 views

?
?

Camera 1

ü

Camera 2

Camera 1

Camera 3

Camera 2

Version 1: generalize 3x3 fundmamental matrix to a 3x3x3 trifocal tensor
(constraints points and lines across 3 images)

Multiview stereo (version 0)
-Pick one reference view
Multibaseline
-For each
point and forStereo
each candidate depth
• keep depths with
low SSD error in all other views
Multibaseline
Stereo
(or any photoconsistency measure)
Multibaseline Stereo
Multibaseline Stereo Reconstruction
Multibaseline Stereo

Problem: not all points are visible in all other views (occlusion and visibility major nuisance!)

Multiview
stereo
(version
1)
Voxel Coloring Sweep Order
Hypothesize depths in a “smart” order where occluding points are found first
Use knowledge of occluding points to smartly select view for photoconsistency check

Layers

Scene
Traversal

Seitz
Store photoconsistent color in a 3D voxel grid (don’t need a reference image)
Reconstuct shape and appearance

Plane-sweep
stereo
(version
2)
Voxel Coloring Sweep Order
Sweep over voxel plane-by-plane, starting closest-to-front

Plane Induced Parallax

Quickly validate voxels in a plane by computing their appearance in a virtual view using all N cameras

duced

Determine homography ofLayers
a plane
– Remaining differences reflect depth from plane
Parallax
– Flat surfaces like in sporting events
Scene
Traversal

graphy of a plane

ences reflect depth from plane
in sporting events

Seitz

What is the transformation that warps image N to virtual view?

31

Recent work: deep stereo
Network Output

⊗

D Selection
masks

⊗

D combined
color images

Color Tower

Selection Tower

∑

⊗

Train deep network select pixel from 1 of K depth planes

Figure 3: The basic
network, with selec(Atarchitecture
each pixel, outputof
1 ofour
K classes)

Recent work: deep stereo

DeepStereo: Learning to Predict New Views from the World’s Imagery
John Flynn
Zoox Inc.⇤

Ivan Neulander
Google Inc.

James Philbin
Zoox Inc.⇤

Noah Snavely
Google Inc.

john.flynn@zoox.com

ineula@google.com

james@zoox.com

snavely@google.com

Voxel coloring

What about other camera steups?
Voxel Coloring Camera Positions

Voxel Coloring Camera Positions

Inward-looking
Cameras above scene

Inward-looking
Cameras above scene

Outward-looking
Cameras inside scene

Outward-looking
Cameras inside scene

Seitz

Seitz

Panoramic
Depth Ordering
Panoramic
depth
ordering
Seitz & Dyer

Layers radiate outwards from cameras
Layers radiate inwardly/outwardly

Seitz

Space carving
Space
Carving
Kutulakos & Seitz

Image 1

Image N

…...

Initialize to a volume V containing the true scene
Very simply algorithm:
Choose a voxel on the current surface
Project to visible input images
Carve
if not photo-consistent
1.
Initialize
voxel grid to all ‘1’s
Repeat until convergence

2. Repeatedly choose a voxel on current surface:
Kutulakos & Seitz
Project to visible images
Carve out if not photoconsistent

Convergence
Consistency Property
• The resulting shape is photo-consistent
> all inconsistent points are removed

Convergence Property
• Carving converges to a non-empty shape
> a point on the true scene is never removed

Calibrated Image Acquisition

Selected Dinosaur Images

Calibrated Turntable
360° rotation (21 images)
Selected Flower Images

Voxel Coloring Results

Dinosaur Reconstruction
72 K voxels colored
7.6 M voxels tested
7 min. to compute
on a 250MHz SGI

Flower Reconstruction
70 K voxels colored
7.6 M voxels tested
7 min. to compute
on a 250MHz SGI

21 images

21 images

16 images

99 images

Silhouette Carving

in all images

Silhoette
carving
• Find
silhouettes in all images

silhouettes, find intersection

• Exact version:
– Back-project all silhouettes, find intersection

Backproject binary silhouettes and find intersection
In limit of infinite cameras, this will produce convex hull reconstruction of object

Multiview stereo
•

stereo / dynamic programming

•

active illumination

•

volumetric models / visiblity reasoning

•

patch-based methods

Long-standing leader
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Accurate, Dense, and Robust Multi-View Stereopsis
Yasutaka Furukawa and Jean Ponce, Fellow, IEEE

Mesh

Abstract— This article proposes a novel algorithm for multiview stereopsis that outputs a dense set of small rectangular
patches covering the surfaces visible in the images. Stereopsis is
implemented as a match, expand, and filter procedure, starting
from a sparse set of matched keypoints, and repeatedly expanding these before using visibility constraints to filter away
false matches. The keys to the performance of the proposed
algorithm are effective techniques for enforcing local photometric
consistency and global visibility constraints. Simple but effective
methods are also proposed to turn the resulting patch model into
a mesh which can be further refined by an algorithm that enforces
both photometric consistency and regularization constraints. The
proposed approach automatically detects and discards outliers
and obstacles, and does not require any initialization in the form
of a visual hull, a bounding box, or valid depth ranges. We
have tested our algorithm on various datasets including objects
with fine surface details, deep concavities, and thin structures,
outdoor scenes observed from a restricted set of viewpoints, and
“crowded” scenes where moving obstacles appear in front of
a static structure of interest. A quantitative evaluation on the
Middlebury benchmark [1] shows that the proposed method
outperforms all others submitted so far for four out of the six
datasets.

Patch

Index Terms— Computer vision, 3D/stereo scene analysis, modeling and recovery of physical attributes, motion, shape.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Easier
M to approximate
surface by dense set of
local planar patches

ULTI-view stereo (MVS) matching and reconstruction is
a key ingredient in the automated acquisition of geometric
object and scene models from multiple photographs or video clips,
a process known as image-based modeling or 3D photography.
Potential applications range from the construction of realistic
object models for the film, television, and video game industries,
to the quantitative recovery of metric information (metrology) for
scientific and engineering data analysis. According to a recent survey provided by Seitz et al. [2], state-of-the-art MVS algorithms
achieve relative accuracy better than 1/200 (1mm for a 20cm wide
object) from a set of low-resolution (640 ×480) images. They can
be roughly classified into four classes according to the underlying
object models: Voxel-based approaches [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9] require knowing a bounding box that contains the scene, and
their accuracy is limited by the resolution of the voxel grid.
Algorithms based on deformable polygonal meshes [10], [11],
[12] demand a good starting point—for example, a visual hull
model [13]—to initialize the corresponding optimization process,
which limits their applicability. Approaches based on multiple

often suffice for visualization purposes via point-based rendering
technique [19], but require a post-processing step to turn them
into a mesh model that is more suitable for image-based modeling
applications. 1
MVS algorithms can also be thought of in terms of the datasets
they can handle, for example images of
• objects, where a single, compact object is usually fully visible
in a set of uncluttered images taken from all around it, and it is
relatively straightforward to extract the apparent contours of the
object and compute its visual hull;
• scenes, where the target object(s) may be partially occluded
and/or embedded in clutter, and the range of viewpoints may be
severely limited, preventing the computation of effective bounding
volumes (typical examples are outdoor scenes with buildings,
vegetation, etc.); and
• crowded scenes, where moving obstacles appear in different
places in multiple images of a static structure of interest (e.g.,
people passing in front of a building).
The underlying object model is an important factor in determining the flexibility of an approach, and voxel-based or polygonal
mesh-based methods are often limited to object datasets, for
which it is relatively easy to estimate an initial bounding volume
or often possible to compute a visual hull model. Algorithms
based on multiple depth maps and collections of small surface
patches are better suited to the more challenging scene datasets.
Crowded scenes are even more difficult. Strecha et al. [15] use
expectation maximization and multiple depth maps to reconstruct
a crowded scene despite the presence of occluders, but their
approach is limited to a small number of images (typically three)
as the complexity of their model is exponential in the number of
input images. Goesele et al. [21] have also proposed an algorithm
to handle internet photo collections containing obstacles and
produce impressive results with a clever view selection scheme.
In this paper, we take a hybrid approach that is applicable to
all three types of input data. More concretely, we first propose a
flexible patch-based MVS algorithm that outputs a dense collection of small oriented rectangular patches, obtained from pixellevel correspondences and tightly covering the observed surfaces
except in small textureless or occluded regions. The proposed
algorithm consists of a simple match, expand, and filter procedure
(Fig. 1): (1) matching: features found by Harris and differenceof-Gaussians operators are first matched across multiple pictures,
yielding a sparse set of patches associated with salient image
regions. Given these initial matches, the following two steps are

Normal

Position

Extent

Patch-based Multiview Stereo (PMVS)

CURATE, DENSE, AND ROBUST MULTI-VIEW STEREOPSIS, VOL. 1,NO. 1, AUGUST

Pipeline: feature detection

Find sparse matches over pairs of images (using interest points + matching)
Triangulate
sparse 3D
{p} input image;
approach. From
left totofindright:
A points
sample

1. Overall
ansion and filtering; and the mesh model.

detected fea

Pipeline: patch optimization

TE, DENSE, AND ROBUST MULTI-VIEW STEREOPSIS, VOL. 1,NO. 1, AUGUST 2008

ACCURATE, DENSE, AND ROBUST MULTI-VIEW STEREOPSIS, VOL. 1,NO. 1, AUGUST 2008
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Fig. 1. Overall approach. From left to right: A sample input image; detected features; reconstructed patches after the initial matching; final patches after
i
expansion and filtering; and the mesh model.

At each point p, estimate normal N(p) and visibility V (p) in each image using photoconsistency check (NCC over ~9x9 pixels)

p input image; detected features; reconstructed
proposed by Lhuillier
and Quan [17],
it replaces left
their greedy
Overall
approach.
From
to right: A sample
(µ=5)
expansion procedure by iteration between expansion and filtering
n(p)
steps, which
allows us to process
complicated
and reject
n and
filtering;
and
the surfaces
mesh
model.
p
outliers more effectively. Optionally, the resulting patch model
can be turned into a triangulated mesh by simple but efficient
techniques, and this mesh can be further refined by a mesh based
MVS algorithm that enforces the photometric consistency with
regularization constraints. The additional computational cost of
the optional step is balanced by the even higher accuracy it af-
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Pipeline: patch expansion
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Expand set of points {p} by looking for hypothesizing 2D neighbors in visible images, backprojecting, and verifying photoconsistency
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c b
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b a

patch
image projection
of a patch

Expanded
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Not expanded by
b the first condition
Not expanded by the
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image screen

Fig. 5. (a) Given an existing patch, an expansion procedure is performed
to generate new ones for the neighboring empty image cells in its visible
images. The expansion procedure is not performed for an image cell (b) if
there already exists a neighboring patch reconstructed there, or (c) if there is a
depth discontinuity when viewed from the camera. See text for more details.
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Update V ∗ (p′ ); // Eq. (2)
If |V ∗ (p′ )| < γ
Go back to For-loop (failure);
Add p′ to P;
Add p′ to corresponding Q j (x, y) and Q∗j (x, y);

Pipeline: filter out outlier patches
Fig. 6. Patch expansion algorithm. The expansion and the filtering procedure
is iterated n(= 3) times to make patches dense and remove outliers.
I1

I2

I3

I2

I1

I4

I3
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P
P1

P2

P3
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P4

P1

P2

Correct patch
P
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Fig. 7. The first filter enforces global visibility consistency to remove outliers
(red patches). An arrow pointing from pi to I j represents a relationship Ij ∈
V (pi ). In both cases (left and right), U(p) denotes a set of patches that is
inconsistent in visibility information with p.

Pipeline: construct mesh
Convert set of 3D patches (surfel model) into polygonal mesh

Represent surface implicitly using a volumetric signed distance function
Solve differential equation that equates gradients of function to normals

Results
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Multiview stereo
•

stereo / dynamic programming

•

active illumination

•

volumetric models / visiblity reasoning

•

patch-based methods

